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Founded: June 2010 in San Francisco, CA  
Currently in 215+ cities worldwide  
Revenue (2015): $663.2 million in the first half of fiscal year 2015 
Employees (2015): 1,000-5,000 

Company Overview 
Uber is a technology company with a smartphone app that connects riders with drivers. Uber does not 
own/operate cars nor does it employ drivers.  The company’s application enables users to arrange and 
schedule transportation and/or logistics services with third party providers. 

Products and Services 
Uber connects riders with safe, reliable, convenient transportation providers at a variety of price-points 
in cities around the world. 

Uber’s Mission to the World  

Stronger Economies 
Uber helps revitalize local economies. In London, nearly a third of driver-partners live in areas where 
unemployment rates are highest. 

Opportunity for all 
A city with Uber welcomes new, flexible earning opportunities for all its residents. More than half of 
drivers in the US choose to work 10 hours a week or fewer. So parents, students, retirees, or anyone 
looking for extra income can work whenever they like. 

Work where it’s needed 
88% of drivers say they drive with Uber to have more flexibility in their schedule and balance work with 
their life and family* 

Improved Access 
Transportation that covers every mile. Not everyone lives close to a bus or train stop. And there are 
some part of cities where taxis don’t go. Uber provides safe, affordable rides around the clock — 
regardless of where you live, where you’re going, or what you look like.  

Bringing transit to your door  
Uber complements existing transit systems.  



Safer Roads  
Uber helps curb drunk driving. Their rush hour starts after last calls at bars. Since uberX arrived in 
California in July 2012, there has been an estimated 6.5% decrease in drunk-driving crashes per 
month.And DUI arrests have dropped 10% in Seattle. When you can get a ride at the tap of a button, 
it’s easy to leave the keys at home and make the responsible decision at the end of the night. 

uberPOOL — Sharing the way to sustainable cities  
By matching people headed in the same direction, uberPOOL turns what would normally be multiple 
rides into one. In Los Angeles and Chengdu, two of their busiest cities, more than a quarter of trips are 
uberPOOL trips.  

Making a world of difference  
In just one month, uberPOOL riders in San Francisco saved 674,000 miles — or about 27 trips around 
the world. Fewer miles driven means less fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emissions.  

Leadership  

Travis Kalanick 
Co-Founder, Chief Executive Officer and 
Director 
-- 
Garrett Camp 
Co-Founder and Chairman 
-- 
Ryan Graves 
Head of Global Operations and Director 
-- 
Uber Technologies, Inc. Board Members 

Garrett Camp 
StumbleUpon, Inc. 
-- 
Travis Kalanick 
Uber Technologies, Inc. 
-- 
Ryan Graves 
Uber Technologies, Inc. 
-- 
John William Gurley CFA 
Benchmark 
— 
Shervin K. Pishevar 
Hyperloop Technologies, Inc. 

 

Strategic Alliances 

- Carnegie Mellon University: Uber gave $5.5M to 
support a new robotics faculty chair as well as 
three fellowships at CMU in 2016. 

-  ECPAT-USA, a leading policy organization in the 
United States seeking to end the commercial, sexual 
exploitation of children through awareness, 
advocacy, policy, and legislation. 
-  American Red Cross  
- CapitalONE 
- Volunteer Florida 
- MADD

Awards  
- 2015 MADD Partner Recognition Award (Supporting 

Partner) 

Sixth Star Award  
Uber gives its drivers recognize U.S. driver-partners 
who have gone above and beyond with their “Sixth 
Star Award” program fueled by American Express.

Contact:  

Christine Bumatay  
1-888-888-888 
bumatay@uber.org     
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